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10 BEST COLD CALLING TECHNIQUES THAT REALLY WORK

About Cold Calling
Cold calling is one of the most crucial and well-tried methods of marketing. For outbound
sales teams, it is arguably the most important step in creating sales opportunities. Even
then, not many have been able to master it with ease. On the face of it, it involves making
the first contact with a prospect, briefly introducing your product or service, and piquing
interest for a possible sale. However, there are several more layers and aspects to it than
what meets the eye. Let’s have a look at the cold calling techniques that really work and
have proven to be the best through the decades.

Proven and tried cold calling
techniques that really work
BANT (Budget, Authority, Need, Timeline): Developed by the IBM sales team, BANT is one
of the oldest cold calling techniques that really work. It involves determining your
companies’ budget and the decision-making ability of the prospect before pitching your
product or service to them. Additionally, it requires you to identify the budget of your
client before even knowing if and whether they need what you’re selling. The BANT
approach is mostly considered outdated and is now being sworn against by most
organizations.
CHAMP (Challenges, Authority, Money, Prioritization): In contrast to BANT, CHAMP
encourages salespersons to find out the pain-point of their customers before selling them
their product or service. Essentially, CHAMP is a more customer-centric approach that
focuses on resolving the prospect’s challenges as a way of making a sale.
GPCTBA/C&I (Goals, Plans, Challenges, Timeline, Budget, Authority/negative
Consequences & positive Implications): As the acronym rightly explains, this method
involves understanding your prospect’s goals, plans, and challenges before you pitch
them. Like the CHAMP, the GPCTBA/C&I adopts a customer-oriented approach and has
thus proven to be one of the most affected phone sales techniques that close deals.
While the BANT may work well in a temporary or one-time sale scenario, the CHAMP or
GPCTBA/C&I is better for customer retention and overall lead qualification.
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10 Phone Sales Techniques that
Close
Research
One of the most essential pre-calling
practices and a cold-calling technique that
really works is to research your prospect in
as much detail as possible. Use LinkedIn
and other social media forums to gather
the information that can help you start off
right and aim to make the conversation
personal. The prospect will appreciate the
effort that you have put in and will, in turn,
reward you with his time and patience.

Prepare a perfect
Script
When it comes to cold-calling techniques
that really work, having a perfect script is
the most crucial of them all. While almost
all cold callers have a script ready, it is
important to prepare for what you want to
say with precision and honesty. Write down
your script in detail and rehearse it well in
advance. Remember, a good script is
concise, to the point and one of a kind. It
will also help to include a unique opening
sentence, one that can pull the prospect’s
attention immediately.
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10 Phone Sales Techniques that
Close
Buy Time
One of the most important aspects of cold
calling is being able to hold a conversation
with your prospect. Once you have caught
the attention of the client, make sure you
do everything in your capacity to buy more
time! Ensure you use compelling and
engaging sentences and add as much
value as possible while the call lasts.

Choose the right time
to make calls
When it comes to zeroing down phone
sales techniques that close, choosing the
right time for calling plays an important
part. Choose weekdays to make calls and
stick to business hours while approaching
your leads. According to Yesware’s analysis
of over 25,000 sales calls, the Weekday
afternoons are the best time to make cold
calls. It may also help to personalize your
calling time in sync with what works best
for your prospects.
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10 Phone Sales Techniques that
Close
Use Collaborative and
Positive Language
It is crucial to win your prospect’s trust
before you can convert him or her into a
customer. Employ a collaborative approach
to bring value to the call. Use words such
as ‘we’ or ‘us’ instead of ‘I’ or ‘me’. One of
the phone sales techniques that closes is
cold calls made with a collaborative
approach are more likely to result in followups and qualified sales.

Listen
One of the most basic pointers in
communication is to listen to what the
other person has to say. The same goes
when you are on a call with your leads. It’s a
phone sales techniques that closes deals.
Listening is a way to show that you care. It
helps build trust and ensures a solid
foundation for sale.
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10 Phone Sales Techniques that
Close
Watch your tone
While on a call, the prospect is going to
judge you not just by the words you say but
also by how you say them. Minus facial
expressions and body language, the
quality, and tone of your voice are all you
have to cast a good impression. Use a
soothing and empathetic tone. Avoid a
high-pitch and try your best not to sound
nervous.

Use Data and
Statistics
It is equally important to bring value and
showcase confidence on a call. Use
concrete data to drive across your point
and engage your leads into a further
conversation. Instead of singing praises
about you and your organization, speak
with data and statistics to appear more
authentic – it’s certainly a cold calling
technique that really works!
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10 Phone Sales Techniques that
Close
Record your calls
Cold calling is like a sport that is perfected
over time. One of the cold calling
techniques that really work to improve your
calling skills is by tracking the techniques
that you have used to date. Understand if,
how and why have they failed to bring in
results. This can be done by recording your
calls and analyzing what you did and did
not do right. This will help you improvise
your game and gain better results over
time.

Follow up
Patience is a virtue, especially so when it
comes to cold calling. Remember to follow
up with your leads even if you haven’t
received a favorable response from them
on the first go. Similarly, resort to
alternative techniques such as putting in a
voicemail or a follow-up email after a few
days from your call. This shows interest,
effort, and perseverance from your endqualities that can certainly help you qualify
leads!
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4 Effective Cold Calling Scripts
to Get Appointments

Conversations have and will always be the backbone of getting things done, even in a
digitally-driven era like ours. Today, conversations might be quicker, less layered, and farreaching, but the essence of communication still remains. Cold calling scripts to get
appointments have seen many changes in the past few decades.
However, the big question here is, are cold calls still effective?
Yes, they sure are. While we may have advanced in our ways, we’re still very much
motivated and influenced by conversations that happen through voice. Which is probably
why many companies and brands indulge in cold calls even today. The difference now is
that our scripts have changed, our style of delivery has evolved, and we’re more aware of
what works, and what might just result in being hung up on rudely.
If you’re someone who’s looking to perfect the art of cold calling or at least refine your
current ways to make them more effective, read on for cold calling scripts to get
appointments!
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Cold calling scripts to get
appointments
1. Being warm and
inviting
A cold call should be anything but “cold”, at least
if you’re looking to get a clear and continued
response from the person you’re calling. Starting
off immediately with “Hi, I’m John and I’m calling
you from X company regarding our new
project…” is too dry, too direct, and lacks that
element of warmth.
Here’s cold call script example –
“Hi, good morning! I’m John, and I hope you’re
having a lovely day. If it’s not too much to ask,
could you spare a few minutes of your time?
Because I have something interesting to share
with you…”
Now, a script like that does two things. First, it
shifts from a very formal and upright tone to a
warmer and inviting one. Second, it creates
intrigue and keeps the other person on the line.
This sets the perfect base for you to grab their
attention, and then continue your conversation
the way you intended to.
Sometimes, what helps is putting yourself in the
place of the receiver. What type of call would
you respond positively to, a direct and robotic
one or a friendly and warm one? For cold calling
scripts to get appointments, warmth is a musthave.
DEALSINSIGHT
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Cold calling scripts to get
appointments
2. Research is essential
While it’s important for you to include asking
questions when you make cold calling scripts to
get appointments, you can’t come off as
clueless either. You want to be able to extract
enough information from the call, but this
information needs to top up the already existing
information that you derive from your research.
And this will also help you ask the right questions
during a cold call.
When you call a company, make sure that you
know all the basic stuff like what they do, who
their CEO is, what kind of projects they’re
involved in, how many people roughly work
there, and so on.
Here’s cold call script example –
“Hi, thank you for taking the time out to talk to
me. I understand that your brand has recently
bagged X project, congratulations! It was in fact
this association of yours that intrigued us and
thought we could form a great partnership that
would benefit us both. I’d love to tell you more if
that sounds interesting to you.”
By creating an association, with the help of
research, you’re giving them enough reason to
want to talk to you. Even if the partnership itself
doesn’t motivate them, the fact that you know
enough about their company makes them
curious about what prospects you might offer.
DEALSINSIGHT
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Cold calling scripts to get
appointments
3. Create a chain of
communication
It’s quite unlikely that the first person you get in
touch with will be the decision-maker or the one
who holds a higher authority in the company.
Usually, hour first call could be the receptionist,
the gatekeeper, or maybe just the assistant.
One might often make the mistake of trying to
explain the entire purpose of the call to the first
contact person, who isn’t very interested in
really listening to you. They might cut you off,
pretend to be making notes, or simply forget to
pass on the information to a decision-maker.
Knowing the cold call do’s and don’ts are
essential for this reason.
Hence, you should concentrate more on
extracting information from them, such as a
name, or number, or even an email id.
Here’s a cold call script example –
“Hi, this is John from X company. I hope you’re
doing it well today. If it isn’t too much trouble,
could you direct me to the person in charge for
this? I would really appreciate that.”
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From hereon, you need to follow up on the
contact details given and ensure that you’re
speaking to the right person before you get into
the nitty-gritty details of the call. Cold calling
scripts to get appointments need to always be
clever.
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Cold calling scripts to get
appointments
4. Always be proactive
Even after establishing a communicative
relationship with your prospect, don’t let go of
the intent of the first cold call. Even a simple
conversation has scope to become something
bigger, or at least bring you closer to a positive
closure.
For example, if it’s just a conversation about
what time you could set up a meeting with them
and take things forward, you can always ease
them into a comfortable conversation that
would help you understand them better.
Here’s cold call script example –
“Alright, that date and time sounds perfect! Also,
if I may add, I had read recently about the
market changing. What are your thoughts on
that?”
What this goes is to establish a comfort level
between you and the prospect, and also help
you better understand what type of person they
are. Cold calling scripts to get appointments
need to be flexible because not everyone
responds to the same conversation the same
way. By seeping into more familiar territory with
them, you’re assuring that the actual meeting
has a higher success rate.
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In Conclusion
If done right, and with enough intent, cold calling can be a great way to close deals, begin
partnerships, and lay the foundation for successful future projects. As does everything in
the world of business and communications, cold calling scripts to get appointments need
to evolve and be dynamic as well. So, the next time you’re wondering how you can keep
the other person on the line interested in what you have to say, keep these tips in mind
and practice before you preach!
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